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-Long process to develop policy, that was accelerated as 
we held more inclusive and collaborative meetings

-Following a policy development pathway where 
everyone understood their role is important
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Existing framework for how a policy gets developed
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-Need to expand thinking around sustainability and 
explain how the sustainability lens can be applied to very 
aspect of our work. Setting the stage for continuous 
improvements.

-Important to have committee involved and supportive, 
need to maintain involvement with one-on-one meeting 
and group check-ins

-Policy needs to be adaptable and 
workable/complementary, consistent with agency 
procedures

-Balance between a policy that addresses employee 
behavior vs. employee values
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-Walk though the plan
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-Discuss policy statement at top, why it aligns with 
mission and ORS is important

-This is a practice – in some ways we’re already doing it but not articulating it; in 

other ways, we’re going to have to literally practice doing it, and we’ll get better at it 
and gain more experience with over time. 

-”Following section provide strategy statements that 
identify the audience and action”

-Discuss importance of integrating sustainability into 
business process and decision making
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- Employees: both empowers and requires employee 
action

- Agency: tie to other agency goals.  Some flexibility built 
in (“where compatible”). 

- -Discuss how agency can address the sustainability-
energy nexus in policy work

- -Programs/Services can find opportunities to 
sustainability to be an element of the new program or 
criteria for project

- Programs: introduces concept of sustainability as a 
decision making criteria, with specific considerations 
and metrics that may be considered (waste and water 
reduction, air quality, etc.)
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- Covers other aspects of economic and social 
sustainability

- Connection of ODOE being in service of state goals for 
“Sustainable Communities” 
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-Discuss how this formalizes roles and addresses barriers 
to full participation. Help staff see themselves in the 
policy.

-Active encouragement to participate, accountability to act, ask 
questions to meet the strategy statements above

-Set expectations for ensure compliance with policy 

- Building role is sustainability coordinator into position 
description is key.  It reinforces importance and ensures 
commitment and permanence of role.
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-Reiterate how policy leads to plan

-Importance of formalized commitment by agency

- Commitment by agency to offer opportunities and 
allow employees to pursue sustainability interests 
related to work

- Sustainable performance can be rewarded
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-Help staff see where they fit in policy

-Explain why HR and Central Services play key roles

- Sustainability is an agency value that should be part of 
employees decision making processes
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-Executive support shown in wanting to formalize a “roll 
out plan” to help staff understand the policy and feel 
good about being involved. 

-Essential to understanding sustainability, especially when the word itself is so 

overused. 
- Helps us all get on the same page, takes it from a theoretical or marketing concept 
to something that’s practical and applicable to ODOE staff. 

-Include small group meetings with short enough 
timelines to not fatigue staff.

-Appoint representative to make sure staff and 
supervisors time is being respected. 

-Set deliverables (like the Sustainability Plan) and be 
clear about the purpose of these deliverables
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-As part of the adoption of the Sustainability Policy, we 
will publish a Sustainability Plan.

-Plan will follow the OSB/ISCN template and focus on 
tactical actions and goals to implement the policy…”How 
to get from A to B”
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-Marion County program to foster sustainability for 
businesses and organizations. 

-Certification recognizes achievement in core 
sustainability practices
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Most recycling is in lunchroom, some outside of 
restrooms as well

Paper recycling in various places through office

Talk about who handles and receives the recycling 
streams (lotions = women’s shelter, batteries = Garten, 
etc.)
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Printer/copier paper, Paper towels,
Toilet paper, Trashcan liners, Writing 
pads, Envelopes, Business cards
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